Hands On: Multiply with 0 and 1

Solve each problem.

1. Peter threw a basketball 12 times. It missed the basket every time. Write a multiplication sentence to show Peter’s score.

2. Ari threw a basketball 6 times. It went into the basket every time. Write a multiplication sentence to show Ari’s score. (Each basket = 1 point.)

3. Andrea’s dog Banjo buried 1 bone in the yard every day for one week. Write a multiplication sentence to show how many bones Banjo buried in all.

4. Banjo forgot where he buried his bones! He dug 1 hole every day for two weeks, but he didn’t find any bones. Write a multiplication sentence to show how many bones Banjo found.

5. Vivian gave a pizza party and invited 31 friends. She put 1 slice of pizza on each plate. Write a multiplication sentence to show how many slices of pizza in all were on the plates.

6. After everyone ate pizza, how many slices in all were left on the plates? Write a multiplication sentence.